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Case Study

QSR Franchisor Eases Payment 
Technology Update with 
Centralized Staging, Franchisee 
Portal

Overview

Project

Payment technology update

Industry

QSR franchise

Size

~3,000 locations

Services

Hardware Procurement, Centralized 

Staging & Kitting, Field Services

Business Challenge

When a leading QSR franchisor was launching a project to completely overhaul 

and update its in-store payment technology across its entire franchise system, 

its initial plan was to order hardware from various OEMs, have devices shipped 

direct to store and then send technicians to complete the programming and 

installation. However, it didn’t take long for the company to realize that by 

shipping devices from multiple points of origin, equipment was being lost or 

damaged in the shipping process and the lack of in-field events coordination 

caused further project delays.

Our Solution

The client partnered with Level 10 for project management, hardware 

procurement, centralized staging & kitting and field services. All devices for 

the project were staged, configured, kitted and packaged at our PCI PIN 

3.0-compliant, secure facility. Then we shipped all the equipment to each store 

from our technical center, ensuring all of the necessary equipment arrived on 

time and in a single, complete order. From there, our Field Technicians were 

able to consistently, reliably complete the installs at each location.

Completing a project of this scale comes with its own unique challenges when 

operating within a franchise system. Coordinating the payment, shipment and 

installation with franchisees across the nation adds complexity to successfully 

managing the project. 

To make the entire process easier for both the franchisees and the franchisor, 

we developed a customized franchisee payment portal. This made order 

coordination seamless and efficient for all parties.

As a trusted partner, we were also able to help the client overcome a significant 
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hurdle that arose during the project. The client had planned to use a specific 

network cabinet, but delays at the OEM were going to end up impacting the 

project’s deadlines. Rather than delay the project or use an inferior product, our 

team was able to work with them to procure an alternate network cabinet that 

met their specificaitons and could be delivered more quickly. 

Results

With a consolidated, centralized staging solution, the client was able to 

eliminate missing or damaged assets, reduce their time spent managing the 

project, lower shipping costs, minimize the duration of in-field events, eliminate 

revisits and complete the entire technology update throughout the franchise 

system on time. 


